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Web Filter
CONTENT CONTROL & MALWARE PROTECTION

The Internet is critical to just about every business.
Unfortunately, malicious websites, spyware, and viruses
present real threats to the business that can’t be ignored.
There is also a growing need for retail businesses to fitter
content in order to protect their employees from unsavory
content or cut down on bandwidth costs.
Web Filter protects your business from threats by
managing your Internet traffic. It filters what content
employees can access, protects the network from
malware and malicious attacks online, and controls
bandwidth usage.

Why use Web Filter?

Web Filter is purpose-built with robust control and
protection to users while being extraordinarily easy to set
up and manage.
Web Filter is designed to integrate easily into your
existing infrastructure and deployment is straightforward.
Administrators can ‘set it and forget it’ while it protects
your users from malicious websites, and inappropriate
content.

Benefits
SECURE

FLEXIBLE

EFFICIENT

Protect your business
from malicious websites,
malware & phishing.

Integrate easily into your
existing infrastructure. No
complex deployment.

‘Set it and forget it’ from
within the web-based user
portal.
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Web Filter Features
CLOUD-BASED

URL FILTERING

Deployed as a cloud based service, it is a DNS
based solution requiring simple DNS redirect to the
Acumera servers. This makes it simple to set up
and manage.

Web Filter filters website URLs into 53 predefined
categories such as social media, news, pornography,
gambling, etc. The system contains over 500 million
website addresses in 200 languages, each sorted
into the predefined categories. Combined with cloud
based look up, users get highly accurate and flexible
filtering based on the website’s content.

MALWARE & PHISHING PROTECTION
Protect your network from malware and phishing
attacks with categories of malware protection. Web
Filter blocks access to compromised websites,
malicious websites, spam-based websites and
spyware.
POLICY EXCEPTIONS (CLOUD KEYS)
Web Filter allows the administrator to create
exceptions to the general internet policy. Known
as Cloud Keys; they can be created instantly and
allow the user to bypass a policy rule. Each Cloud
Key can be created for single or multiple users, and
controlled by time or date.

FLEXIBLE POLICY CREATION
Using Web Filter you can easily create and manage
your own policy to protect your users, including
whitelists and blacklists of URLs and domains.

ENFORCE SAFE SEARCH

REPORTING

Web Filter allows safe search to be enforced
with a single click. This means that safe search
is then enabled for Google, Yahoo, and Bing.
Google SafeSearch is a powerful setting focused
on reducing the inappropriate content from both
search and image search results.

Customers have access to a full suite of over 50
predefined reports on user or group activity. Real time
browsing activity can also be viewed. These reports
can be scheduled, or exported in multiple formats.

To order, or for more information

ROAMING DEVICES
Web Filter is perfect for BYOD environments where
employees use multiple devices on and off site.
Web Filter offers you cloud-based DNS Filtering to
bring powerful enterprise filtering to all your users,
regardless of their location.
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About Acumera
Acumera provides managed security and network visibility for the payment systems and operations
of multi-site retail and restaurant businesses. Our clients focus on growing their business when they
use Acumera’s services, remote systems visibility, strong data security, and compliance tools. Since
2002, Acumera has managed and secured thousands of retail networks.
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